
Rocna takes #1 result in comparison testing from

Versatility - there’s a Rocna anchor to suit just about every vessel, with a range of sizes from 4 kg (9 lb) 
to 275 kg (606 lb), giving Rocna a line-up above all others.

Rugged strength - Rocna’s design has no moving parts and is carefully designed for maximum physical 
durability for use in the most extreme environments. Each anchor uses only the finest quality steels and 
is individually hand built to provide a product second to none.

Customers love Rocna - as word spreads amongst the boating community, more and more people are 
asking for Rocna.

WHAT MAKES ROCNA SO GOOD?
The shank is HIGH TENSILE
steel, and designed so the
anchor self-launches.

High quality GENUINE ROCNA aluminium 
branding labels are permanent and durable. 
For years post-sale, they will protect your
investment in the Rocna brand.

The ROLL-BAR ensures correct
setting attitude, plus reinforces the
blade for MASSIVE STRENGTH.

The setting SKIDS elevate the heel
and correctly direct the tip, for
reliable setting in soft seabeds.

The sharp CHISEL TIP requires
no dedicated tip weight, but  
nonetheless acheives a high WEIGHT  
ON TIP of 33%, ensuring an instant reliable 
set with every use and providing the 
greatest blade area possible.

NO LEAD is also environmentally friendly.

EXTRA FEATURES:  
The dedicated attachment 
points for a buoyed retrieval  
line and a tandem anchor are 
popular additions.

Of all anchor types, a CONCAVE  
BLADE gives the greatest resistance  
and superior holding power.

The hard fold through the length 
of the blade provides strong 
REINFORCEMENT at the crucial TIP.
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INDEPENDENT TEST RESULTS
How good is Rocna?  The following shows the results of the tests conducted by West Marine in association 
with SAIL and Yachting Monthly. This is one of the most comprehensive and important anchor comparison 
studies of recent years. It is the only test to date which includes most of the ‘new generation’ anchors, 
comparing them directly against the still more popular ‘old generation’ of claws, ploughs, and Danforth types. 
Contenders were tested off the coast of California, where the three locations chosen consisted of medium to 
hard sand. This is an excellent choice for any anchor testing as hard seabeds are difficult to penetrate and bury 
into, so this testing ground ‘raises the bar’ in this regard. 

This chart shows the average of all three test locations and the three different scopes used - 3:1, 5:1 & 7:1. ‘Max before releasing’ is the force the 
anchor withstood before moving (ie.the effective holding power) and is the critical indicator of performance.
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4m (13')  2T
5m (16')  1T  5T
6m (20') T  4T
7m (23')  2T  7T
8m (26')  1T  6T  10T
9m (30')  5T  9T  16T

10m (33')  4T  8T  14T  25T
11m (36')  3T  7T  12T  20T  30T
12m (39')  6T  10T  15T  25T
14m (46')  7T  12T  20T  40T
16m (52')  9T  15T  33T  60T
18m (59')  12T  25T  50T  90T
20m (66')  10T  18T  40T  80T
22m (72')  12T  30T  70T  150T
24m (79')  25T  60T  130T
26m (85')  22T  50T  115T
28m (92')  45T  100T
30m (98')  40T  90T
35m (115')  80T
40m (131')  70T
45m (148')  60T

4Kg 6Kg 10Kg 15Kg 20Kg 25Kg 33Kg 40Kg 55Kg 70Kg 110Kg
9lbs 13lbs 22lbs 33lbs 44lbs 55lbs 73lbs 88lbs 121lbs 154lbs 243lbs
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Anchor Weight

Blade Surface 
Area * 460cm

Rocna Model

795cm 1030cm 1140cm 1415cm590cm 1695cm 1945cm 2300cm 2690cm

Rocna range & sizing: There’s a Rocna anchor to suit just about any vessel. But choosing the one that’s right 
for you is not as easy as it seems. The chart below acts as a guideline to which Rocna we would recommend. 
If you would like to discuss the particulars of your requirement and receive a custom size recommendation, 
please feel free to contact your local Rocna distributor or visit www.rocna.co.nz

Rocna – Number One in Independent Testing

www.rocna.com

Enquiries contact Suncoast Marine Ltd
Telephone: +1 604 781 8347.   
Email: info@suncoastmarine.ca


